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WE ARE
GROWING
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INSIDES

The year 2022 remained a turbulent one for the oil and gas industry still struggling with the
aftermath of the COVID 19 pandemic. Success requires the ability to adapt in the face of
change and disturbance. 

Wisdom from history has taught us to nurture a resilient ecosystem to reap the benefits of
diversity and collective strength to fight all odds. 

Our diversity and our collective ability to learn, adapt, coevolve and crucially collaborate
together enabled us to absorb the market disturbance, efficiently execute well-grounded
critical decisions, and respond quickly to market challenges and opportunities to deliver
profit, and create societal and natural capital. 

We are pleased to share that GET achieved rapid growth in H2 of 2022 after a gap of a two-
year slow down caused by the pandemic. We ended December 2022 with the highest
revenue ever and with the most robust business development pipeline across all our three
service lines: 

1. Integrated Crew Services and Integrated Technical Solutions  
2. Vendor Managed Inventory 
3. Integrated Management Services 

In a world of dynamic change, GET is constantly reinventing business performance, delivering
to our clients' sustainable value through intelligent operations, enabling them achieve
resiliency, agility, competitive advantage and better business outcomes. 

Over the years, we have invested to build and maintain networks in all countries of operation;
we have innovated and pushed the limits of technology to enhance economics and drive
down costs; we have stayed in tune with market and competitive trends to make the right
investments and create customer-friendly services; and we have focused on maximizing our
digital capabilities, driving fluid collaboration, and building ongoing expertise. And above all,
we have been able to deliver great results through sheer perseverance in the face of
disruptive change! 

As we enter into 2023, we are excited to explore new opportunities in MENA/ US /Guyana, and
also mark our presence in Renewable Energy, the aspirational hope of our people, the planet
and the environment.  

By ensuring transparency, agility and compliance across our operations, maintaining a laser
focus on quality and efficiency, and following good management practices, we aim to more
than double revenues and profitability in 2023 while also providing our clients world-class
service in a safe environment. 
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The greatest results are achieved by perseverance! 

 
We wish you and your families a fulfilling, peaceful and happy 2023! 
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Technology in 2022 was all about making incremental improvements to help the business be
more efficient. These included ERP improvements, new TI system within Deployer, deeper
analytics and crew cost predictors, operationalizing competency management, expanding
operational dashboards, and implementing a new maintenance management system.

The schematic illustrates the current ecosystem of software that help us manage our operations.
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We are delighted to announce our ISO 45001 & ISO 14001 certification for
GET Al Dhahi KSA organization. As we are already certified to ISO 9001
standard, this completed our Quality & HSE certification for KSA
operations. Certification to Occupational Health & Safety (OHS) standard
demonstrates conformity of our system for the prevention and control of
Health and Safety of our employees Certification to Environmental
management system (EMS) demonstrates the conformity and
effectiveness of our system for the control of environmental impacts
related to our activities as well as the Sustainability of our services. 

We also announce our recent successful completion of Global multi-
site certification for Quality Management system aligned to ISO
9001:2015 standard. This covers our KSA, UAE, Oman and India
operations. The major benefits include a consistent approach while
delivering our services; ease to scale up and cover all geographical
operations where we are going to operate (Qatar operations are
targeted next for ISO 9001 certification); highlighting our commitment
to existing and future clients our strive for improvement that should
provide them with confidence that we are truly a Global company with
one standard top level system and it is verified / certified by world’s
leading certification body like DNV.
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INSIDES

Kelechi Kingsley Akwuruoha, is a
Nigerian citizen who joined the oil
and gas industry because Petroleum
Engineering was his field of study in
the University.  To further broaden his
knowledge stream, Kelechi attended
seminars, exhibitions, and workshops
organized by oil and gas companies
which also made it easy for him to
transition into his professional career.

In 2015, Kelechi began working professionally in Nigeria, and
eventually moved to the UAE in 2017, where he got the opportunity to
join ADNOC drilling through a third-party company - SAA Technical
and Specialized Services Establishment. He took part in the
mandatory one-month ADNOC training which is a pre-requisite
before mobilization to the rig site.

He worked with SAA till October 2020, and later joined GET in May
2021 as a Well Testing Assistant Operator for AlMansoori Abu Dhabi.
Kelechi described the experience as "Amazing" because he also got to
explore other service lines such as - Cementing, Coiled Tubing,
Stimulation, Pressure Pumping, Wireline & Slickline. 

In July 2022, he was mobilized to work as Coiled Tubing Assistant
Operator with Oilserv Abu Dhabi and is still working in this capacity.

Kelechi expresses his gratitude to GET for the exposure he obtained
from the roles he has undertaken. He was also keen to add that he
has been working diligently and the appraisals from his supervisors
are obvious attestations to his work attitude.

CT Asst. Operator (Oilserv Abu Dhabi)
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“The health of our employees is always a top priority at GET
Global Group. GET's QHSE team organized CPR and
firefighting training for its employees during the month of
October. Both were classroom training courses that were
expertly instructed by a QHSE trainer using a hands-on
methodology. Our team gained knowledge on how to conduct
CPR to save a life.”

I took the CPR FIRST AID /FIRE FIGHTING
course just recently. The course was taught
and set up well. It was quite intensive, but
enjoyable at the same time and I like how
interactive it was. And the instructors were
brilliant and very professional. Overall, the
course was excellent.

Feedback

Karishma Chawla- QHSE
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YODAILYN ANAÍS

Born August 2, 2005 in the state of Miranda, Yodailyn faced a social risk and a

voluntary surrender in the hands of her parent. We have helped nurture her singing

skills and interest in sports. Her long-term goal is to pursue a music related university

degree, involving music production or sound engineering.

MARÍA CAROLINA MENDOZA

Born August 30, 2007 in the state of Miranda, Maria has developed skills for drawing

and art throughout her stay at HBV. She has also shown interest in providing medical

care/services to the others in emergency situations.

                                                      HOW IT WORKS

For over 25 years, the organization has cared for more than 2,750 children and

sheltered them whilst providing comprehensive care and a lot of affection. Their

priority has always been about restoring basic human rights to those who have

been violated – which is unfortunately common for many children in Venezuela

that have been born into extreme poverty.

INSIDES

SEBNA FRANCISCO FERNÁNDEZ

Sebna Francisco, was born on June 10, 2005, in the State of Miranda. He has a younger

brother, named Óscar, who is also is under the organization. At HBV, Sebna has shown

skills for cooking (pastries), and has taken several courses to refine his talent for it. His

most remarkable virtues include great self- esteem, sensible, optimistic, and eager to

achieve

GET is supporting Hogar Bambi, an organization that cares for children between 0 and 18

years of age who have been deprived of their family, health and educational benefits. They

help provide them an environment full of affection, guide the biological or adoptive family to

reintegrate the child into the socio-family environment in safe and stable conditions.

MEET THE CHILDREN...
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Alina Danilenko - Manager - Research
Professional, accountable and dedicated to complete
work allocated. She is an asset to the team and the
organization

Congratulations to our top achievers in the third 
Quarter of 2022!

Mrs. Seethal Raj - Associate - Contact Center Team 
Seethal is a great support in the CCM team, and excellent
in achieving her set targets

Ekta Nayak - Senior Associate - Technical Front
Office
Coupled with meeting her targets, Ekta has proved to
be instrumental in streamlining internal processes &
training the CCM team

Ranjan Kumar - Assistant Manager - Deployments
Always goes the extra miles ensure smooth crew delivery.
Great attitude to work & supportive team player

Sonu Khan - Associate - Relationship
Instrumental in driving assigned SLDTs and delivering
active business on time. Team Player and eager for self-
development
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Jose observed that there was no earthing bar arrived from centrifugal pump (CP). He

immediately informed his supervisor and HSE officer and the matter was escalated,

and the observation was closed. Jose says that “Safety, in its widest sense, concerns

the happiness, contentment and freedom of mankind. The safety of the people shall

be the highest law”.

During the Buffering process by the MPI team Aditya observed that; his colleagues

working in the same area are at risk in case the wire buffer breaks. His alertness and

hazard identifying skills saved himself and his crew mates. According to him, “Health

plays an important factor of life. It Matters more than others aspects such as Experience,

Knowledge & Position in Life. Health and Safety is Unbiased to Every human being

irrelevant to what position he is in Life"

While going to use the hand grinding machine, Arsalan found the lower cover was

loose and exposing the electrical wire which could be an electrical hazard. He

observed that the tool was not working so he put the red tags and handed over the

tool to the responsible person. Arsalan says “Health safety and environment is a

great way to communicate key safety concepts clearly and make sure your team is

always on the lookout for potential safety issues at the same time.”

INSIDES
Clients spotted the light on the performance of HSE officer Mr Maria Franklin as one of

the best officers in the team, a hard worker and a very responsive HSE professional who

deserves to be praised.

Maria says that “Safety is not expensive, it is priceless.”

Workplace health and safety is all about sensibly managing risks to protect our workers

and business. Positive health and safety management is characterized by strong

leadership involving top management, line managers, global employees and crew

members. the following crew have been recognized by our clients for their excellent and

pro-active participation in Health and safety.

                   Arsalan Abbasi - Slickline Assistant Operator (Expro Qatar)

                   Jose Dasan - Mud Mixing Crew (Baker Hughes)

Aditya Poojary - Slickline Assistant Operator (Expro Qatar)

Maria Franklin Francis - HSE Officer (TAQA)
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There was a service quality incident involving a directional drilling crew, who had
some difficulty performing his role with a different kind of technology. The
feedback GET received from Client stated, "although this crew is technically sound
in theory, he has issues with hands on execution".

A detailed internal investigation was also carried out by the GET SQ team and it
was observed that this was the crew's 1st hitch under GET. He had earlier worked
for this client and had enough experience running Geo Steering tools for drilling
operations, however, during this hitch, he was expected to run the job using new
technology - an Intelligent Rotary Steerable System, for which he had no prior
experience and hence the client decided against using him as a lead person.

Following the concern raised by the client, GET’s Technical Advisor had a
counselling session with the crew and offered to further support him if there were
any issues in the future. The crew also put in significant efforts and understand the
principle of operating this new technology. 

He gained sufficient knowledge and skills and is now handling his responsibilities
independently using the new technology. The root cause as mentioned earlier is
the lack of exposure to the client’s technology and the following corrective actions
were taken. 

 1. Specific technology experience required by client are
adequately captured.

2. During Technical Interview, Technical Advisors verify the
skills in new technology.

3. Counselling of crew done regularly and during Career
Development Calls for any new technology from client.

4. Crew's accessibility to Technical Advisors whenever
technical support is required.
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INSIDES

DUBAI 
VACATION 

FIFA 
WORLD CUP
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CHRISTMAS
CELEBRATION
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MESSAGE FROM THE
MARKETING TEAM

Early in the new year, we will be looking out for employees
who can create the most inspiring and engaging video on
their daily life as a GET employee and why they love
working for GET. 

You may also feature your work buddy in this video to
spice it up. The most engaging video will be uploaded on
our LinkedIn page for everyone to see. We look forward to
receiving your entries, and cheers to an exciting year
ahead

It has been an amazing 2022 indeed and we are ever so
proud of how much we have grown as a company and
the accomplishments so far. We couldn't have done it
without the hard work put in by each and every one of
our teams! 

Most Engaging Video Contest!

Regards,
Marketing Team
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